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Abstract. Typical electron velocity distribution functions observedat 1 AU from
the Sun by the 3DP instrument onboard Wind are used as boundary conditions to
determine the electron velocity distribution function at 4 solar radii in the corona.

The velocitydistributionfunctions(VDFs) at low altitude are obtainedby solving
the Fokker-Planck equation, using two different sets of boundary conditions. The
first set typically corresponds
to a VDF observedin.a low-speedsolarwind flow (i.e.,
characterizedby "core"and "halo" electrons);the secondone correspondsto highspeedsolar wind (i.e., characterizedby "core," "halo,", and "strahl" populations).
We use the observed electron VDFs as test particles, which are submitted to
external forces and Coulomb collisionswith a background plasma. Closer to the
Sun, the relative density of the core electrons is found to increase compared to the
density of the halo population. Nevertheless, we find that in order to match the
observeddistributions at i AU, suprathermal tails have to be present in the VDF
of the test electron

at low altitudes

in the corona.

1. Introduction

with the electron energy and the heliospheric distance

What is the origin of the shapeof the electronvelocity distributionfunctions(VDFs) observedin the solar
wind? These VDFs exhibit, most of the time, three
different components: a thermal core and a halo component, which are present at all pitch angles, and a
sharply field aligned "strahl," which is present most of-

[Hammondet al., 1996].
Some authors have proposedkinetic models for the
heat conductionin the solar wind accelerationregions
and attempt to describethe origin of typical I AU electron VDFs [Ogilvieand Scudder,1978;Scudderand Olbert, 1979a,b]. Superdiffusion
processes
havealsobeen
proposed to explain the suprathermal tails observed in

ten in the fast solarwind [Feldmanet al., 1975;Rosenmany spaceplasmas[Treumann,1997]. Nevertheless,
baueret al., 1977;Pilipp et al., 1987]. The corepoputhe actual origin of the typical electron VDF shapes
lation conforms closely to a displaced Maxwellian disin the low-speedand high-speedsolar wind is far from

tribution while, the hot population supports enhanced
high energytails that decreaseas a power law of the en-

ergy. In the low-speedsolar wind, the core and the halo
are nearly isotropic and their mean velocities are close
to the bulk speed. In the high-speed solar wind, the
halo componentis more anisotropicand exhibits larger
drift velocities. The strahl is mainly present in the fast
wind. It representsthe anisotropic component of halo
electronsthat stream away from the Sun with a drift
velocity aligned with the local magnetic field direction.
The strahl's angular extension is observed to increase

being understood. If the strahl population could be assumed to consist of energetic electrons escapingfrom
the corona and being focusedbecauseof the magnetic

moment conservation[Schulzand Eviatar, 1972; Feldman et al., 1975],what aboutthe symmetrichalo component? Do thesehalo electronshavetheir origin in the
corona, or are they due to other processessuch as sophisticated wave-particle interactions or, for instance,

large-scaleinterplanetary Corotating Interaction Region shock reflections? Recent studies point out that
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"velocityfiltration" may be the sourceof high-energy
electronscontributingto an enhancedheat flux [Scudder, 1992a,b]. In orderto trace the originof the shape
of the electronVDF, it is usefulto study its changefrom
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inside the coronato large radial distancesfrom the Sun.
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distance

con-

tains information about the physical processesin the
acceleration region.
In the present paper, we shed new light on this topic
by studying a model with a test population of solarwind
electrons

submitted

to Coulomb

collisions with a back-

ground electron population assumedto be MaxwellJan
or Lorentzian. This model is an adaptation of a recent collisional model of the polar wind by Pierfatal
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solutions are determined by two boundary conditions

(one at low altitude in the collision-dominated
region
and another at large radial distance in the collisionless

region). Finally, in section5, we discussthe origin of
suprathermal tails and the influence of the distribution
of the backgroundplasma. Some concludingremarks
are also presented in this section.

2. Description

of the Model

and Lemaire [1998]. These authors have studiedthe
diffusionand upwardbulk motionof H+ ionsthrougha 2.1. Fokker-Planck Equation for Test Electrons
background
of 0 + ionsin the Earth polarwind. Note
The kinetic transport equation for the evolution of
that the present model has been greatly inspired and is

very similarto the Lie-$vendsenet al. [1997]modelbut

the velocitydistributionfunctionf(r, v,t) of the electrons in the solar wind is

with alternative boundary conditions and distributions
of backgroundplasma.

Of(r,v,t)
Ot •

A first differencefrom the Lie-$vendsenet al. [1997]
model is our useof two typical shapesof the electronvelocity distribution functions,measuredat I AU by the

detailed

observations

of the VDF

are available.

The

VDF is assumed to be a displaced MaxwellJan; but it
should be emphasizedthat this is only a "generallyac-

f

v, t)

+(a.
Vv)f(r,
v,t)- • c

3DP instrumenton Wind [Linet al., 1995],as boundary conditions. In the Lie-Svendsenmodel, the boundary conditionsare given deep into the coronawhere no

+

(1)

where r and v are the position and velocity vectors,
respectivelyof the particles; a is the accelerationdue to
external forces;and t is the time. In the caseof the solar
wind, the forcesare the electric force, the gravitational

force(negligiblefor the electrons),andthe Lorentzforce
ceptedhypothesis,"which is not basedon any definite resultingfrom the magnetic field distribution.
observational
evidence.
The term on the right-handside,(dr/dr)c, represents
The second difference from the Lie-Svendsen et al.
the effectsof the binary Coulomb collisions.We adopt
[1997]is that we do not use a classicalfluid modelin the Fokker-Planck collision operator appropriate when
order to simulate the solar wind backgrounddensity. large-angledeflectionscan be neglected[Spitzer,1956,
Instead, we chooseto use a collisionlessbackground Hinton, 1983]:
plasma whoseVDF is the generalizedLorentzian function describedin detail in the exosphericmodel of Pierrard and Lemaire[1996]and appliedto the solarwind
by Maksimovicet al. [1997a](hereinafterrefereedto as
where A is the dynamic friction vector
MPL). The reasonfor this choiceis that sucha purely
collisionlessapproachis as relevant as the classicalfluid
A
modelsin their ability to accountfor the generalproper-

(dr)
0IAf(r,v,t)_l
0[Df(r,v,t)]) (2)
• c= 0v
••vv

_ _4•rZa2Z•
e41nA
(

tiesof the solarwind [Maksimovic
et al., 1997a].More-

(v-- v')
(v')(v

over, high-speedand low-speedsolar wind background
plasma can be simulated with small and large values
respectively of the n parameter.
and D is the velocity diffusiontensor
The paper is organizedas follows: In section 2, we
•.2 •2,•4
describeour model. In the first subsection,the FokkerD
4•'•a'•Z•
lnA
Planck equation for the transport of electrons in the
solar wind is discussed. We present also the method
(v - v')(v - v')
used to solve this transport equation. In section 2.2,
v- v'

x

m•

we describe how we compute the characteristics of the

backgroundelectronpopulationusingthe MPL model.
The third section is devoted to the results of the model

/

I

(4)

]'

In (3) and (4), ln A is the usual Coulomblogarithm
containingthe Debye screeningeffect, In A •. 24. The

in the coronawhen VDFs measuredby Wind are used
as boundary conditionsat large radial distance.This is
an innovative approach,sincekinetic modelsgenerally
considerboundary conditionsat the exobase,i.e., at low
altitudes in the corona,where the VDF of the particles
cannot,in fact, be observedand is usually "guessed."
In

index a correspondsto the test electrons;/• corresponds
to the background electrons, m is the mass and Ze is

section 4, we compare our solution with another class

ing to their small mass ratio, the electron-ion collisions

of solutionsof the Fokker-Planckequation. Theseother

contributeto angular (pitch angle) scatteringbut not

the chargeof the particles;fz(v •) is the velocitydistribution function of the backgroundelectrons.Electronproton collisionsare not included here, as in the kinetic

solarwind modelof Lie-Svendsenet al. [1997]. Ow-
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significantlyto the transferof energybetweenelectrons
and protons.

Sincein this studywe neglectthe effectsof the angular rotation of the Sun, we assumeazimuthal symmetry
around the vertical axis, which is then parallel to the
magneticfield direction,the gravitationalforce,and the
electricforce. A magneticfield distributionB(r) is as-

sumedto be radial, varyingas r -2 as in mostearlier
solar wind models such as that of Lie-$vendsen

et al.
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[1997]. This assumptionis not so unrealisticup to 1
AU. Moreover,it hasbeenshownby Chenet al. [1972] The appendixoutlineshow this equationhas been obthat a more realistic spiral magnetic field distribution tained. The densitynz and the temperatureTZ of the
doesnot significantlymodify the heliocentricdistribu- backgrounddistributionvary with the radial distance.

When the parametern tendsto the infinity, the righttion of the solar wind density and bulk speedobtained
of
by the exospheric models. We are concerned by sta- hand sideof (2) tendsto the well-knownexpression
tionary solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation. The the collisionterm for a MaxwellJan backgrounddistrivelocity distribution is then a function of the radial dis- bution [Hinton,1983]:
tance r, the velocity v, and p - cost), where t) is the
angle between the velocity vector and the radial direction. The backgroundelectronsare assumedto have a
Lorentzian or Kappa velocity distribution function with

a nonuniformtemperatureTz(r), asin the MPL generalized Lorentzian exosphericsolar wind model.
Dimensionlessvelocities are defined by

v - -v,
•/2kT•
mc•
x- •/ m•v- v .
Y-

(9)

(5)

This expressionfor the collisionterm has been used in

(6) the modelof Lie-$vendsenet al. [1997].

It is convenientto introduce the function f•(x) The VDF of the backgroundelectronsis assumedto
be a nondisplaced
Lorentzian(or Kappa) distribution, f(x) exp(x•) and solve(9) and (8) for the f• function.
defined by
To obtain steadystate solutionsfor the test electronvelocity
distribution function, we use a specializedspecn0.
+ 1)

v) =

tral method similar to that describedby Pierpard and

2•r(nw•)•/2
r(n- 1/2)r(3/2)

Lemaire[1998]for the resolutionof the Fokker-Planck

( V2
)--(•-]-1)

ß l+•-•w
•

(7)

equation in the polar wind.
The solution is expandedin terms of Legendrepoly-

nomialswith respectto p = cost) [Canufoet al., 1988]:

whereF(x) is the gammafunction,wz is the thermal speed,mz is the massof the particles,n0z is the
number density at a referencelevel r0, and n is a real

numberthat mustbe greaterthan 3/2. With thesedef-

n--1

f(r,x,p)- exp(-x
2)• a,(r,x)l•(p). (10)
l--0

initions and assumptions, the Fokker-Planck equation

(1) becomes'

Of+
x

+wz-(1

Of+ a(r)
[ Of+ (1-p2)
x 0fl
Of

The coefficients
a,(r,x)in (10) are expandedas a linear
combinationof N "speedpolynomials"Ss(x)'

f(r,x,p)- exp(-x
•)

• a•s(r)Pl(p)Ss(x
) .
k 1--0

s--0

(11)

•-•2•rZa2Z•e41nA
mz
13/•
•
m• I2kT•
n•(r)
x

The orthogonal speed polynomials have been intro-

ducedby $hizgaland Blackmore[1984].
The a•s(r) coefficients
are developed
in termsof Legendrepolynomialsfor the interval[0,c] with respectto
the dimensionlessaltitude variable, which corresponds

tothenumber
ofmean
free
paths,
z - fr•ey(r)nz
(r)dr,
whereer(r) = co/[2kTz(r)]. As a resultof thesepolynomial expansions,the VDF is approximated by
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(12) collisionterm (df/dt)c is neglectedin (8), whichthen

exp(-x2) x

becomes the Vlasov equation.

]

alsmPl(lg)•s
(x)Lm(z) ß
"
L I--O

s--O

m----O

where n, N, and M are integers whose values are adjusted to obtain the required numerical precisionfor the
solution.

The advantageof this method is that in a discreteordinate basis, the derivatives of any continuousfunction

In the exosphericapproach of the problem, the solar wind is accelerated by the ambipolar electrostatic
potential. This potential is needed to provide the
equality of the proton and electron fluxes. Maksi-

movic et al. [1997a]have shownthat when the electron suprathermal tails are enhancedat the exobase,
the ambipolar electric potential is increased and the
electrons can reach higher bulk velocities, up to 600

km/s at 1 AU. Elsewhere,this result is somehowsupf(y) can be approximatedby the followingexpansion: ported by Maksimovicet al. [1997b]. These authors
N-1
fitted •16,000 UlysseselectronVDFs with Kappa func-

(Of
I Y=Yi
• j=0
• Dijf(yj) (13)
•YY

tions and showed a clear correlation

between the solar

wind bulk speed and the strength of suprathermal tails
in the electron VDFs. Moreover, the Lorentzian exowhere Dij are the matrix elementsof the derivative sphericsolar wind model is supportedby the fact that
operator in the polynomialbasis [$hizgal and Black- the electron VDFs, obtained in the low corona, exhibit

more, 1984]. The coefficientsalsm
" of the expansion suprathermaltails (seenext section).
Since we study in section 3 the radial evolutions
(13) have to satisfyspecificconditions[Pierrard and
of
two typical electron VDFs observedat 1 AU, one
Lemaire, 1998] for the mathematicalsolutionsof the

Fokker-Planck equation to be definite positive and not
singular for all quadrature points in the configuration
space.

The velocitydistributionfunction f(z, x, lu) is determined at I AU from Wind measurements,which are
taken as boundary conditions and thus determine the
value of the coefficients

" m at
als

this refencelevel. The
problem of finding f(z,x, lu) at the other altitudes is
then reduced to a numerical problem of the large matrix

inversion:

Aa" = b.

(14)

For n = 10, N = 10, and M = 10, the matrix A has

for the slow solar wind and one for the high-speed
streams, we will consider two different backgrounds.
For the low-speed solar wind, the background is obtained by computingthe MPL model from an exobase
located at r0 = 5.6Rs and with the following conditions:

•p = •c, • = •c (i.e.,Maxwellian
background
plasma),

he(to): rip(to): 5.2 x 10TMm-s, Tp(ro): 106K,
Te(ro)- 1.5 x 106K. Undertheseexobase
conditions,
the solar wind velocityis 300 km/s at I AU. For the
high-speedsolarwind background,the sameconditions
are assumedat the exobaseexcept that ne - 3, so that
the backgroundhigh-velocityplasma reachesthen an
expansionvelocityof 500 km/s at I AU.

Note that these densities and temperatures are chosen so that the backgroundelectronsand protons both
six polynomialsof eachvariablex,/•, and z is required become "collisionless"at the sameexobasealtitude, i.e.,
to obtain resultsthat do not changesignificantlywhen at 5.6 Rs (seeMPL for moredetails). The background
n, N, or M is increasedby one unit. In all practical density,temperature, bulk velocity,and electric potencases,we choose10 polynomials for each variable so tial profilesare plotted in Figure I for both cases.
In our model, as in the work by Lie-$vendsen et al.
that the resultshave a precisionbetter than 10% with
[1997],
the dynamicfriction vectorA and the velocreasonablyshort CPU times. We obtain then 1000 vality diffusiontensor D are evaluatedunder the assumpues of alsm
"
which are solutions of the Fokker-Planck
equationat 10 differentaltitudesbetweenI AU and 4 tion that the velocity distribution of the target backRs. We use several successivesteps in radial distance groundparticlesdoesnot have a bulk velocity. This is,
in order to have a finer scale in the corona, where the of course,a questionableassumptionin these models,
sincethe backgroundelectronsof the actual solar wind
density gradient is larger than at large distances.
do have an expansion velocity. One can argue, however, that the thermal speed of the backgroundelec2.2. The Exospheric Background Electrons
1000 x 1000 elements and the matrices a" and b have
1000 x I elements. We have checked that a minimum of

trons (>1,500 km/s) is larger than their radial bulk
Density, temperature, and electric potential profiles speed((600 km/s). Thereforethe small asymmetry
of the backgroundelectronsare taken from the Lorentz- introduced by a non zero bulk speed is of little imporian exosphericmodel (MPL) [Pierrard and Lemaire, tance. Furthermore, solar wind ions are acceleratedby
1996; Maksimovicet al., 1997a]. In this exospheric the electric potential created by the escapingelectrons
model, the plasmais consideredto be collisionless
above of the tails of the VDF as described in the Lorentzian
a level situated at a radial distance between 3 and 10 Rs model[Maksimovicet al., 1997a].
More essentially, we wish to determine how the tails
in the solarwind and calledthe exobase[Lemaireand
$cherer,1971a,b]. It meansthat in the exosphere,
the of the solar wind electron VDF changeas a function
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tance, the Coulomb collisionsare more important. By
solvingthe Fokker-Planckequation, we determinethe
electron velocity distribution function at 4 Rs in the
corona using the observedvelocity distribution functions at 215 Rs (1 AU) as boundaryconditions.
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Figures3a and 3b illustrate the calculatedvelocity
distribution functionsobtained at 4 Rs with the model
Figure 1. The radial distributionof the background describedin the previoussectionsfor low-speedand
density, temperature, electric potential and bulk ve- high-speed,respectively,typical electronVDFs. It can
locity determinedby the exospherickappa model with be seen that the importance of the core electronsinn = c• (dashedline) for the electronsin the low-speed creasesin the corona,owing to the increasingimporsolarwind and with n - 3 (solidline) in the high-speed
tance of Coulombcollisions,which tend to producean
solar wind.
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isotropic and Maxwellian VDF
of the heliocentric distance.

Given the observed dis-'

tribution at I AU, we infer the magnitude of the electron VDF suprathermal tails at 4-5 Rs, the electron
escapeflux, and the value of the thermoelectric potential that

is associated

with

it.

Note

also that

assum-

ing a nondisplacedMaxwellian or a Kappa VDF for the
target backgroundelectronsis reasonable,since all electrons that have energiessmaller than the electrostatic
potential barrier are unable to escape and do not contribute to the net escapeflux of the electrons. Therefore their velocity distribution should be symmetric in
the vertical direction, unlike the displaced VDF with a
nonzerobulk speedusedin hydrodynamicalmodels. As
a consequence,assuminga static electronbackgroundis
more realistic than one may considerat first glance, as
a result of the paradigm imposedfor more than three
decadesby hydrodynamical and MHD models of the

for the test electrons

that is closeto the isotropicand Maxwellian distribution of the backgroundelectrons. The Coulomb collisionshave larger effectson the low-energyparticles
than on the suprathermal halo electrons. Electrons of
higher energy are less affectedby the Coulombcollisions, since their crosssection varies as v4. As a con-
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3. Results of the Model'
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Evolution
of Test Electron
VDFs
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Typicalelectronvelocitydistributionfunctionsmea- Figure 2. Typicalelectronvelocitydistributionfuncsuredby the electrostaticanalyzerof the 3DP instru- tions measuredby the electrostaticanalyzer3DP on
ment on Wind [Lin et al., 1995]at I AU are illus- Wind and taken as a boundaryconditionat 1 AU,
trated in Figure 2. Thesedistributions
are corrected typical of the (a) low-speedsolar wind, measuredon
for the spacecraftpotentialand are givenin the solar January24, 1997,at 1834UT, and (b) high-speed
sowind bulk frame of reference,whichin our static back- lar wind, measuredon the January 28, 1997 at 1336

of the phasespacedensityare plotgroundmodelis assumed
to havea zerobulk speed. UT. Crosssections
ofthenormalized
velocity
parallel
Yll
The first VDF (casea) is obtainedin a typical slow tedasa function

(solidlines)andperpendicular
Y_L(dottedlines)to the
speed
solarwind(v - 320km/s,ne- 10cm-3). The magnetic
field direction.The Maxwellianvelocitydisdistributionhasa nearlyisotropicand Maxwellianthertributionwith the samethermalspeedis shownby a

mal core and a hot halo population whoseenergy spec- dashedline. (bottom) Velocity distributionfunctions

trum decreases
as a powerlaw with the energy (see represented
by isocontours
of constantphasespacedenFigure2a). The seconddistribution(caseb) is more sity in the YII,Yñ plane.The dottedcirclecorresponds

typicalof the high-speed
solarwind (v - 650 km/s, to theMaxwellian
thermal
velocity
y- X/•/2.
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As pointedout by Lie-$vendsenet al. [1997],no self-

I. 0
2

2

consistentstudy of the radial distribution of the electron VDFs has yet been carried out. The backgroundor
target electronsdiffer from the test electrons.In order
to remediate partially this limitation and to simulate
"self-collisions,"we have applied the following proce-
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The anisotropy of the VDF exists at all radial distances, from 4 Ils to 1 AU; although the anisotropy is
relatively small at 4 Rs, owingto the large valuesof the
core and halo VDF at this altitude. A small anisotropy
is thus sufficient to create the important "strahl" component observedat large radial distancesin the solar

dure. The moments
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of the test electrons are calculated

from the velocity distribution function found by solving
the Fokker-Planck equation. The density is given by

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but for electronvelocity
distribution functions obtained at 4 Rs by solving the
Fokker-Planck equation with the velocity distribution
functions presentedin Figure 2 taken as a boundary
conditionat I AU, for the (a) low-speedand (b) highspeedsolar wind. Note that the phasespacedensity is
4 ordersof magnitudelarger at 4 Rs in the coronathan The temperature correspondsto a second-ordermoin Figure 2, at I AU.
ment of the velocity distribution:

n(r)
- / .f(r,v,I•)dv.

sequence,the non-Maxwellian "halo" population is already presentin the VDF at low altitudes. This implies
that the suprathermal electrons observedat large distances in the solar wind have their origin in the inner
corona: halo electronsare already created deepinto the
solar coronaby a processnot yet clearly identified.
For the low-speedsolar wind caseillustrated in Figures 2a and 3a, the VDF of the test electronsis close
to a Maxwellian distribution at 4 Rs. Nevertheless, a
suprathermal tail is still present. This distribution at
4 Rs can be fitted with a Lorentzian function with a
Kappa index equal to n ,• 10.
In the high-speedsolar wind, the VDF has a more
important tail at I AU. Moreover, we assumehere that
the backgroundelectronshave a Lorentziandistribution
with important suprathermaltails (he - 3). The VDF
found at 4 Rs has then a more enhanced suprathermal
tail than in the caseof the low-speedsolar wind. A fit
of this VDF with a Lorentzian distribution gives n -• 4,
which is not too far from the suprathermal strength of

(15)

1

T(r)- õ[Til(r)
+ 2T_b(r)]

(16)

where

mf v•f (r,v,/•)dv

TII
(r) kn(r)
T2_
(r) = raf v•f(r,
v,/•)dv'
2kn(r)

(17)
(18)

The integralson the right-hand side of (15), (17), and
(18) are easilyperformedby numericalquadraturetaking into accountthe polynomialexpansion(13) of the
VDF [seePierfatal,1997].
We then use the density and temperature calculated
for the test electrons for a second step iteration. We
recompute the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation
to determine a second approximation of the VDF of
the backgroundelectrondistribution(he - 3). Note the test electrons. We continue this processuntil the
that this latter result is basically unchangedif we use difference between successive iterations is smaller than
is very fast; indeed,
a Maxwellian backgroundinstead of a Lorentzian one. 5% for all energies.The convergence
the
calculated
density
and
temperature
profilesfor the
Even if the VDF's suprathermal tails at 4 Rs have their
test
electrons
are
not
very
different
from
the onesof the
strengthattenuatedwith the useof a Maxwellianbackbackground
distribution.
ground, they are still present in the corona.
This procedureallows us to simulate iteratively selfIt is well known that the density in coronal holes,
which are the sourceof the fast wind, is lower than in collisions,althoughthe expressionsof the diffusioncothe other regionsof the solar corona. When the den- efficient D and friction tensor A are based on the assity of the backgroundelectronsin the coronalholesis sumption that the velocity distribution function of the
reduced, the tail in the VDF found at 4 Rs becomes backgroundparticles is fully Lorentzian and isotropic.
more prominent, since then the Coulomb collisionsare Figure 3 shows,however,that this is not exactlythe
less efficient to transfer momentum and energy to the case,sincethe actual VDF is asymetricand not pretest particles.

cisely Lorentzian.
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of the polar wind. It shouldbe emphasizedthat such

assumptionswere taken as a simple first-order approximation and postulated for convenience. Indeed, they
The solutionof the Fokker-Planckequation depends allow the derivation of simple analytic expressionsof
on the boundary conditions. The choiceof the bound- the moments of the VDF, but such ad hoc boundary
ary conditionsis generallyassumeddependingon the conditions are not absolute needs. However, discontiexpected collisional state of the plasma at a reference nuities of zero and first order are artificial, and they
Two

Different

Altitudes

altitude.

are not expected to exist in actual velocity distribution
functions observed in the polar and solar wind. The
VDF has to be somehowasymmetric to provide the upward flux of particles and energy. In fact, the actual
[1993],Lie-$vendsen
andRees[1996],andLie-$vendsen VDF at low altitude is unknown a priori but has to be
et al. [1997].Thesemodelsareused,like ours,to deter- calculated a posteriori by solving the FPE. It is this
mine the velocity distribution function of the particles alternative reasoning that led us to fix the boundary
in the transition regionbetweenthe collision-dominated conditions at I AU from Wind observations in order to
plasma and the collisionless
plasma at large radial dis- determine the shape of the electron distributions lower
tances. They are based on particle-in-cell simulations in the corona. Therefore it is interestingto comparethe
or on the resolutionof the Fokker-Planckequation by resultsof our collisionalmodel using similar boundary

Collisional modelsof polar and solar wind with two
boundary conditions, one at low altitude and one at
high altitude, havebeendevelopedby Barghouthiet al.

a finite difference numerical scheme. Such models have

been applied to the study of the distribution of hydrogen and helium ions in the terrestrial polar wind. In
all thesemodels,the boundaryconditionsare assumed
both at low altitude and high altitude.
At low altitude, the outwardmovingparticlesare assumed to be distributed accordingto an isotropic and
Maxwellian

VDF:

conditions,not only at high altitudes but also at low altitudes, deep in the collision-dominatedregion where a
Maxwellian VDF is a generally acceptedapproximation
for upward moving particles.
The VDFs

for such an alternative

kinetic

model

of

the solar wind electronsare presentedon Figure 4. At
high altitudes, the results of our alternative model are
near to truncated

Maxwellians

obtained

at the exobase

in the exospheric
modelsof Lemaireand$cherer[1970].

(19)This happens to be the casesincewe impose quite simf (y,to,/u
• O)- no(m)•/•exp(_y•)
2kT•
At high altitude, the VDF is assumedto be truncated
as in exospheric models: there are no particles coming from the interplanetary spacein the downwardloss
cone, except trapped and ballistic particles that have
been reflected at higher altitudes becausethey had not
enoughenergy to escape:

f(Y>Yesc, rl,•u<O)
=
f(Y < Yesc,
r•,/u < O) =

ilar conditions at the top of the simulation region, as
those imposedat the exobasein their collisionlessmodels. Furthermore, we impose a Maxwellian distribution

0
(20)
f(y < yesc,rl,•u > OX21)

-4

-2

0

2

4

-4

-2

0

Y

This choiceof boundary conditions is a standard one
and has been justified theoretically by arguing that collisions at low altitude maintain a nearly isotropic and
Maxwellian VDF, while at high altitude, the particles
with energieshigh enoughto escapenever return back.
However, these boundary conditions are ad hoc, as in
earlier exospheric models. Furthermore, the observations showthat the VDF at any radial distance has not

necessarilya Maxwellian (exponential)tail, but usu-
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ally an enhanced population of suprathermal particles
y perpendiculor
y perpendiculor
whoseenergy spectrum is better fitted by a power law
instead of an exponential. In addition, any observed Figure 4. Velocitydistributionfunction(VDF) of elecVDF is generally not so sharply truncated as imposed trons at (left) 215 and (right) 4 Rs in a collisional
by (20) and (21), nor at high altitudes,nor a fortJori model with two boundary conditions, one at high alat the exobase.At low altitudes, only the upward part titude where the VDF is void of particles coming in
from infinity and one at low altitude where an isotropic
of the distribution
is assumed to be Maxwellian.
This
and MaxwellJan VDF is assumed for upward moving
ad hoc assumptionis reminiscentof the hypothesison

particles. At low altitude (4 R•), the electronsmoving
whichthe early exospheric
modelsof Jeans[1923]had upward are assumed to have a Maxwellian VDF with a
been basedand was popularizedby Lemaire and Scherer temperatureT = 1.5 x 10• K as in the model of Lie[1970]in their exosphericor zero-orderkinetic model $vendsenet al. [1997].
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whose origin is still not understood. Does this halo
population have a coronal origin, or is it a by-product
equation. Note that unlike in the calculationsof Lie- of somesophisticatedwave-particle interaction or other
$vendsenet al. [1997],our solutionsof the FP equation ad hoc process?The aim of this paper is to determine
do not show a well-focused,beam-like feature at high whether electron VDFs with suprathermal tails already
energiesfor •u- 1. However,as in the Lie-Svendsenet exist in the low corona and how prominent these tails

as a boundary condition at low altitudes. Indeed, a
Maxwellian

is an obvious solution of the Fokker-Planck

al. [1997]calculations,
imposinga MaxwellianVDF at

are there.

the base of our two boundaries model doesnot produce

In order to answer to this question, we have solved
the Fokker-Planck equation for test electrons that are

the suprathermalhalo componentthat is observedat 1

scatteredby a givenbackgroundsolarwind plasma. As
test particles, we use velocity distribution functionsobangulardistributionis truncated at the high-altitude served at I AU by the 3DP instrument on board the
boundary:f(v]],vñ) hasa zero-order
discontinuity
at Wind spacecraft. This is our upper boundary condivii- 0 (i.e.,•u- 0) that is similarto thatofexospheriction. The density and temperature distributions obmodel at the exobase. The origin of this discontinu- tained with the Lorentzian exosphericsolar wind model
AU.

In our alternative solution of the FP equation, the

ity is a consequence
of this specialchoiceof boundary [Maksimovicet al., 1997a]have beenusedto simulate
conditions.
the correspondingdistributions of the backgroundor
The radial distribution of the electron density and

target particles.

temperaturein this "two boundary conditionmodel"
Our results indicate that suprathermal tails must exare illustratedon Figure 5 by dashedlines. Solidlines ist in the lower coronawhen they are observedat I AU;
showthe distribution assumedfor the backgroundelec- but they are much lessimportant closeto the Sun than
trons,whilethe dashedlinescorrespond
to thoseof the those measuredat larger distances.We have examined
test electrons after a few successive iterations. It can be
two differentcases:(1) casea, a typical low-speedsolar
seenthat the radial density(i.e., the zero-ordermoment wind with a Maxwellianbackgroundplasma(he = c•),
of the VDF) is not very sensitiveto the type of model where at I AU, the VDF of the test electronsis fitted
(kinetic, exospheric,hydrodynamic)adopted. There- with a Lorentzian function correspondingto n = 3.6;
fore it would be difficult to favor one type of model de- and (2) caseb, a typical high-speed
solarwind with a
scriptionoverthe others,just on the basisof observed Lorentzianbackgroundplasmawith suprathermalpardensityor evenof the averagetemperaturedistribution ticles (he - 3), where at I AU, the VDF of the test
as a function of heliocentric distance. However,the bulk electronsis fitted by a Lorentzianwhoseindex kappa is
velocity and the higher odd momentsof the VDF are equal to n = 2.4. Integrating the Fokker-Planckequamuch more sensitiveto the anisotropyof the VDF and tion for the test electrons from I AU to 4 Rs, we find
its energy spectra.

5. Summary and Discussion
Solar wind electron VDFs

observed in the inner he-

that the electron VDFs have lessimportant suprathermal tails in the low corona, correspondingto n - 10.1

for the slowwind model (casea) and to n - 4.2 for the
fast wind model (caseb). As expected,the suprather-

liosphereexhibit a large suprathermalhalo component, mal tails are less attenuated by Coulomb collisionsin
the fast wind than in the slow one.
lOTM
lO10

5.1. On the Choice of Background VDF

'E 109

• lO
8

•

How important is the velocity distribution function
of the backgroundelectronsin our modelization? To
investigatethis point, we have run our model, for the
105
................
50
100
150
200
high speedsolar wind case, with a Maxwellian background. The result is that, in such a configuration,
107 __,
,
,
the test particles VDF obtained at 4 R8 can be fitted by a generalizedLorentzian function whoseindex
• 106
kappa is equal to n - 6.5. Therefore it appears that
a Maxwellian backgrounddoes not completelyremove
•. 105
_E
suprathermal tails from the VDF deep in the corona.
104
............
The suprathermal tails obtained at 4 R• in Figure 3b
50
1 O0
150
2OO
are not only due to the assumptionthat the background
r/R.
plasma has an enhancedsuprathermal tail but are esFigure 5. (top) Densityand (bottom)temperatureas sentially the consequenceof electron velocity distribua function of the radial distance in solar radius for the
two boundaryconditionmodel. The solid line corre- tion functionsdecreasingas a power law of the energy
spondsto the background
model,and the dashedline at large radial distances. However, this result shows
that in this type of collisionalkinetic model, the shape
corresponds
to the test electronmodel.

• 106
107
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of the backgroundparticles plays a nonnegligibleroleß
This is why we have included the halo electrons in our
backgroundby using a Lorentzian background. Finally,
note that, as mentioned previously, all our results are
obtained under a set of specificassumptionsthat may
not all be satisfiedin interplanetary space. In particular, we have neglectedelectron-ion collisionsas well as
wave-particle interactions, which can contribute also to
some extent to pitch angle scattering. Examining the
effectsof electron-ion collisionson our present conclusionsconstitutes a future study.
5.2. Comparisons

With

Previous Models and

Observations

To someextent, the present results support the Lo-
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electron VDF at 4 Rs in the caseof the high-speedsolar
wind with a n - 3 Lorentzian background.
The present study indicates that exospheric models
of the solar wind, like the generalizedLorentzian model

or Kappa model (which includesthe early Maxwellian
exosphericmodel as a limiting casefor n --• 0•), are
rather useful zero-order

kinetic

models of the solar coro-

nal evaporation. Indeed, a great advantage of these
models is that they are analytic and have been able
to outline the physical origin of the thermoelectrostatic
field acceleratingthe coronal ions to supersonicsolar
wind velocities. Moreover, these exosphericmodels provide realistic approximate density and temperature distributions in the solar wind. They have also proven to
be valuable for studying the asymptotic behavior of the

rentzianexospheric
model[Pierrardand Lemaire,1996; momentprofilesat largeheliocentricdistances[MeyerMaksimovicet al., 1997a], which demonstratesthat VernetandIssautier,1998].Of course,the artificialdiselectron VDFs with large suprathermal tails could increase the electric potential required to provide the
equality of the electrical currents and then accelerate
the solar wind protons and other positive ions to higher
bulk speed.
From the present study, it appearsthat starting with
Maxwellian distributions in the corona, there is no way
to produce suprathermal tails in the solar wind if external forcesand Coulomb collisionsare the only processes
acting in the solar wind. The Maxwell-Boltzman function is an exact solution of the Fokker-Planck equation,
but it correspondsto a corona in hydrostatic equilibrium.

continuity inherent in exospheric VDFs does not exist
in the actual velocity distribution functions observedin
the solar wind. The sharp exobase level is a mathematical simplification that has been overcomein this paper,
where a post exospheric model of the solar wind electrons is proposed. A new step has been bridged that has
freed the solution of the FP equation from such ad hoc
and somewhat artificial assumptionsabout the VDF at
the upper and lower boundaries. The VDFs imposed at
I AU, which were determined from Wind observations,
have no discontinuities in velocity that exist in simple
exospheric models.

Appendix

Generallyspeaking,the pioneerworkof Scudder[1992
a, b] and the resultspresentedhereprovidean alterna- A1. Diffusion
tive point of view for solar wind acceleration. Unlike
in hydrodynamic solar wind models, there is no need
to invoke ad hoc momentum transfer or energy deposition in the corona, nor MHD waves,to reach high bulk
velocity in the solar wind. The high speed solar wind
can be consideredto be the result of large suprathermal
tails, which are effectively observedin the solar wind at

Lorentzian

and Friction

Coefficients

for a

Function

The Coulombcollisionterm canbe written [Hinton,
1983]:

•dr)= •4•

Z•Z•?e
4InA

1 AU [Maksimovicet al., 1997b]and shouldexist at
low altitude in the corona. The low-speed solar wind is
characterizedby VDF with reduced suprathermal tails.
The moment description of the solar wind expansionby

Leblancand Hubert[1997]emphasizes
alsothe importance of high-energytails in the accelerationprocessof
the particles.
Note that our results agree also with the study by

Ko et al. [1996]. Theseauthorshaveinferredelectron
VDFs

in the lower solar corona from measurements

of

the chargestates of solar wind ions at I AU. They have
shown that electron VDF with suprathermal tails correspondingto Lorentzian VDFs with n ranging from 5
to 10 have to be assumed in the lower corona in order to

accountfor the charge state of ions observedat I AU.
With our model, we have obtained, at 4 Rs, a VDF
that is well fitted by a n -- 10 Lorentzian function in
the caseof a MaxwellJanbackgroundcorrespondingto
the low-speedsolar wind; a n - 4.2 Lorentzian fits the

(A1)

wherethe functionshz(r, v) et gz(r, v) are definedby

hz- / fz(r,v')dv,
(A2)
Iv-v'l
gz- / fz(r,v')lv
- v'ldv'. (A3)
Here fz(r, v •) are the velocitydistributionfunctions
of the backgroundor target particles/• with whichthe
test particlesc• collide. In the following,we will usethe
normalizedvelocityvariablesx and y:

x- (2kTz)
v- Yw--•'

(A4)
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The integrals

(A2) and (A3) havebeencalculatedanalytically.For an
isotropicMaxwelliandistribution,Lie-$vendsen[1996]
and PierrardandLemaire[1998]find that (A1) canbe
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n

__

D

__

written:

(dr)
m•
)3/•
•c2•ZgZ•e41nA
m2
a (2kTz

n0 exp(-q• (r))

AND CORONA

4•r Co2kT• 02
3 m2• mo OxOx

' OxOx'
kZOxOx)
+

-2 •+m. •'

dx'(6x
'3+ 2x2x')fO(x
') .

(A15)

(AS)

f•

The frictionterm A is givenby

where

•(•)

_ / •/•1exp(-x
Ix-x'[ '2)dx,

a

= eft(x)

2m•
a 1+mz mz

(A6)

x

g(•)

C•o
( ma)•2kTz

•

O/ dx'IxfO(x')
'o-•
x'l

- x'[dx'
f •r-•-7•
1 exp(-x'2)lx

-

= eft(x)
(X+•xx
1)+•I

exp(_x
2) (A7)

Co
( ma)•2kT•

A -

4•'•-•

ma

whereerf(x) is the "error"function'

1+

m•

m•

[j•o
x 2x'2
+••dx'fz(x')2x'
]. (A17)
0x

eft(x)-•

(A16)

exp(-•2)d• (A8)

ß

x

Sincethe background
velocitydistributionfunctionis
For the generalized Lorentzian function defined in
assumed
to be isotropic,the anisotropies
andasymme- (A9), the integralsbecome
triesof the calculated
test particlesVDF canonlybe
attributed to the boundaryconditions.

A• - 2•
ma)
m
zz
m• (1+ m
z 2kT

A1.2. Lorentzian Distribution. Analyticexpressions
for the integrals(A6) and (A7) canalsobe
obtainedfor other VDFs and, in particular,for an

n/3
Dn- 2m•
Co
• 2kT/3
m/•

isotropicgeneralized
Lorentzianor Kappafunction:

f•(x')-

noz An 1+

2•(,•w•)S/a

,

(A9)

x' =
An

--

m• v' = -w•
V/2kT•
Vt
r(n + 1)

r(n- 1/2)r(3/2)'

(A10)

(A19)

0x0x

where

an

where

Ohn
(A18)

gn

1[1-/•2(b2)]
+

I + --

(A20)

nAn
x[1
-/•2(ba)]
+•xx•7•
• [1-/•4(b2)]

(All)

The diffusioncoefficient
D is givenby

Co
2kT•
•2• dx'f•(x')lx-x'['
D-2m•
mzOxOx

•;--1

(A12)

In polarcoordinates
(x', p, •), thisintegralis:
n

__

1

(A21)

and where

47rm•
mzOxOx
dx'x'2f/3(x')
Co
2kT/3
02fo
ø•

f) d•v/x
2+x'2- 2xx'
•

+;]

(A13)

O•(b•) -

Antn-a/2(1
_ t)l/2dt
•0
b2

= 1 --

A•tn-3/2(1- t)l/2dt

(A22)
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one finds the usual expression:

m2
anz(r)2kTz

A•t•-5/2(1- t)3/2dt

Of)
mz
•xx
10 2ma
ß• +

b2(1+-•-)
-1.

(A24)

lOgO

x3Ox
O•(1- •2)• .

A2. Expression of Collision Term for a
Lorentzian

:•(•)

Distribution

The collisionterm (A5) can be explicitelyexpressed
in spherical coordinates:

A2.2.

Lorentzian

Distribution.

(A29)

For aLorentzian

velocitydistributionfunction,the collision
term is given
by

(dr)
c

Za2Z•e41nA(m•)
m2a 2kTz3/2
(dr)
c -

•

-Z•Z•e41nA
m2a (mz
2kT•)3,2
n•

•

• [1
--/•4(b2)]
'•10•f
••+• 1[m•(2n-3)
mznx•
(n- •/•)

x•

+3ns/• 1+
•0
mzf ]
[O•f
2• max•)
f+cma

ß•+- x 1+ mz
where A is the Laplacian

02+ -2 0 + 1 0 (1- tt2) 0 .
A- •-•x2
A2.1.

Maxwellian

Distribution.

Thus

lOgO
x 30x o•

(A26)

for a

(1- f)•

.

(•o)

It can be verified that this expression tends to the
expressiongiven by the MaxwellJan case when the parameter n tends to the infinity since

Maxwellian distribution, the expressionof the collision
term is given by
lim••

•2•.Z•Z•e41nA
)3,2
•
m2a (mz
2kT•
n•

lim•_•(1

(erf(x)[•cq2f
1( I c9']
+2exp(-x2)
•rx/2x2[ O2f
Ox
2
x
+ 4max2f
mz )•xx
mz ]
+(•+2x-2ma
Of
+xaoxou(1)•Of}
.
I Og
0 •2
(A27)

exp(-x2)

1+

lim•(1

-/•2(b2))

--> eft(x)

-/•4(b2))

-•

erf(x)

4x3

2x
V
•e _x•.(A32)
2x _x•.

V• e

Svr•
A•

(A31)
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2

lim•_•3/2-> •

(A34)
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